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UNIT 8
Idioms which indicate emotions: blush to the roots of
your hair, down in the dumps, get hot under the collar,
like watching paint dry, over the moon, put a spring in
your step, sick to the back teeth, wake up in a cold
sweat.
Alternatives to say and tell: admit, advise, agree,
announce, apologize, blame, confess, confirm, deny,
explain, insist, offer, promise, propose, recommend,
refuse, suggest, wonder.
Things going wrong: blur, fluff lines, go haywire, out of
focus.
Verb Zone: catch up with, come up with, get away with,
line up to, stand in for. Face to Face: Are you trying to be
funny? So what’s new? You’re
overreacting

Unit 9
People associated with sport: ball boy/ girl, caddy,
cheerleader, coach/ trainer, commentator, cox, fan,
manager, mechanic, physiotherapist (physio), referee,
reporter, stadium, announcer, umpire.
Abstract nouns and adjectives: aimless, aspiration,
contentment, determination, eagerness, energy,
enterprise, hope, indifference, passion, resourcefulness,
satisfaction.
Words which mean? big? and ? samll?: colossal,
enormous, gigantic, huge, immense, massive,
microscopic, minuscule, minute, monumental, tiny.
Verb zone: kick off, put off, send off, stick at, take up.
Face to Face: Are you kidding me? No way The long
way round
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